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This Week
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WLBZ-7:15
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Frosh Parents
Maine Seeks Fourth
Visit Campus
Straight Win Against
On Saturday
Connecticut Saturday Inspection, Track,
First Time Game students Tell
Held Away In
Of Summer
11 Years
LINE HEAVY
Burr Definitely Out;
Rest of Team in
Good Shape
By H. Garfinkle
Playing their first game of
the season away from home,
the Maine Bears face the Connecticut Nutmeggers this Saturday at Storrs, the first time
in eleven years that the contest
is being held on Connecticut
soil.
Last Saturday saw a close victory
for Connecticut over Massachusetts
State, 7-6, showing that this year's
Connecticut squad will stand close
watching. The determination to make
up for a 1938 defeat, 13-0, coupled
with the fight to show the Alumni a
day of victory on its annual Homecoming Day, will undoubtedly give
the Maine invaders good reason to
be on their toes.
Considering the record of the Maine
team this season—three games with
not a single point scored against
them—the Bears are in truly fine
shape. Of course, it has to be taken
into the counting that the temporary
loss of Ken Burr, veteran center and
spark and key man of the line, will
definitely make a difference in the
line. Jim Harris, 158-pound converted back, will do his best to fill the
shoes of the capable, 190-pound, AllMaine Co-Captain.
The right end position will in all
probability have to be taken by Spencer Leek, who showed his fine blocking and tackling abilities in the New
(Continued ors Page Three)

Burtt Sees U.S.
Loser in War
Increase in severity in labor conflict, decline in prices resulting in a
depression the likes of which we
have not seen, and necessity for thorough government interference in business are possible results of the present
war in the United States, said Everett J. Burtt, instructor in economics,
who addressed the International Relations Club, at South Stevens, last
W'ednesday night. We can't avoid
depression following war, even if we
don't enter, he said.
"It is wise to look back at the
behavior of the United States in other
conflicts," he said. The highest peaks
of prosperity have been reached during the great wars, the Napoleonic,
war. of 1812, Civil war, and The

Experiences
Assembly Held
By W.S. G. A.
For Women
The first meeting of the women
students sponsored by the Women's
Student Government Association was
held Wednesday, October 18, in the
I.ittle Theatre.
The program consisted of addresses by students. Alice Ann Donovan,
president of the W.S.G.A., was in
charge of the meeting.
Hope Jackman, '40, spoke on the
settlement work which she did in
Boston this past summer, at the South
End Settlement House. Thirteen
girls from eastern, southern, and midwestern colleges were gathered there
to study social problems at first hand.
Miss Jackman's work consisted of
investigating housing conditions in
slum areas, which were soon to be
cleared away and replaced by government housing projects. The purpose
of these projects, according to the
Federal Housing Project of 1937, is
to get rid of slums and to provide
good housing for low income groups.
Ninety per cent of the funds is lent
by the federal government; the rest
is raised locally. Good building standards are maintained, and rent includes the furnishing of utilities. One
of the most important features of each
housing unit will be the recreation
centers for both adults and children.
The social workers investigated the
physical conditions inside and outside
of dwellings in slum areas and tried
(Continued on Page Four)

Dies

More than 470 fathers and mothers
of the 570 freshmen attending the
University registered for the third
annual Freshman Parents' Day last
Saturday, it was announced recently
by Percy Crane, head of the committee of Freshman-Parent Day. This
number exceeded that of previous
years by 100.

PROF. WILLIAM

J.

SWEETSF.R

Science World
Mourns Loss
Climaxing the day's activities was
Of Sweetser
the banquet in the evening in Memo-

rial Gymnasium. Mrs. Fred Corliss,
of Sherman Mills, speaking for the
mothers of freshmen, told the parcnts,
faculty members, and students that
the University and parents had a joint
responsibility in the education of the
students. Everett P. Ingalls, '15, of
Cumberland Mills, spokesman for the
fathers of freshmen, said that greater
co-operation between the schools and
the parents was needed for better
understanding of students' problems.

Mrs. Sawyer
Dr. Allan A. Stockdale
Opens Session
Speaks At Assembly
With Address
"Women's Place in Community
Leadership" will be the subject of
the address by Mrs. Haven Sawyer,
of Bangor, past president of the
Maine Congress of Parent-Teachers,
at the opening session of the two-day
girls' leadership conference to be held
here Saturday and Sunday, October
21 and 22. in the M.C.A. building.
Mrs. Sawyer is also president of
the Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children and chairman of the Friends
of Education society.

2 Football Games
On Program

The program for the entertainment
of the parents included a military
drill, cross country runs, and two
football games. They were also free
to inspect classrooms, laboratories.
dormitories, and other buildings in
order to acquaint themselves better
with the usual University routine.

No. 4

Prof. William Jordan Sweetser, 65,
head of the department of mechanical
engineering. College of Technology,
died Monday morning at his residence, 109 Main Street, Orono, after
a brief illness. Surviving is his wife.
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Sweetser. He had
no other near relatives.

Wheels Turning
In Masque Play

of October to the middle of April. A
certificate is awarded at the completion
of the first year and another at the
end of the third year.
The Bangor chapter one of many
throughout the country, was established
in the fall of 1937. Dean Edward J.
Allen, of the College of Arts and Sciences, aided in its formation. R. DonWorld War. The War of 1812 pro- ald Goode, a graduate of the Univervided a stimulus to the breakdown of sity of Maine, class of '31, is president
the colonial system and to the start of the chapter this year.
of manufacturing. During the Civil
(Continued on Page Four)

in the Little Theatre under the direction of William Weatherbee, instructor in the department of Public
Speaking, assisted by Fred Libby and
the stage crew. Stage Manager is
Ruth Trickcy.
Thomas Smith, Masque ticket manager, has announced that this week
will be the last opportunity to obtain season tickets and that rush-seat
tickets will go on sale at the Bookstore next Monday.

Farmers' Association Convention now
in session at Kansas City, Missouri.
Although only sixteen years of
age, Mr. Corliss has acquired a creditable list of activities. He was graduated from Sherman High School in
1939. He participated in dramatics
for three years, won third place in
the State Reporter's Contest, compcted in the poultry judging ci
tests at the L'niversity of Maine for
four years, cattle judging contests
for three years, rafter cutting and
rope splicing contests for one year.

Betty Mack, Caught by
Killmer Shows
War, Tells of France Recording Machine

Dr. Ava Chadbourne, professor of
education at the University, will be
the guest speaker at the University
of Maine Teachers Association meeting during the annual state teachers'
convention at Lewiston on October
26. according to announcement made
today by the General Alumni AsAiciation.
The Maine Teachers Association,
made up of the alumni and alumnae
of Maine in the teaching profession
in the state, will honor Dr. Chadbourne for her many valuable and
devoted years of service in the teaching profession. This year marks her
twenty-fifth as a member of the University faculty, which she joined in
1915 after her graduation from the
University.
Dr. Chadbourne is widely known
both as a teacher and a research
scholar. Her studies in the early
history of education in Maine have
been recognised as authoritative and
valuable contributiones to the study
of educational development in the
country. Her studies have resulted
in two valuable publications, The Begismings of Education in Maine and
The History of Education in "(tante.

"It all grew out of a case of sophomore blues," says Betty Mack, a junior majoring in history and government, when questioned about her recent ill-fated trip to France.
"Somehow the novelty of being at
college had worn off and we were
feeling kind of let down, so one night,
Mary Oberly and I began to plan a
year's trip to France, studying history at the Sorbonne in Paris."
Miss Mack and Miss Oberly met
little opposition when they consulted
their parents about the expedition.
The girls weren't to go as exchange
students. They were just going to
Paris to study.
"We left the United States on August third, traveling in England, Belgium, and Holland before enrolling
in a sort of summer school at Tours,
preparatory for the Sorbonne, which
doesn't open until November. The
Friday we enrolled there were some
fifty or sixty students, mostly foreigners. By the following Monday
war had been declared and only six
students reported for classes. All the
professors and men students had been
mobilized. One middle-aged woman
was going to continue classes in her

(run house. We wanted to stay,
feeling there would be another Munich or something.
"Even after the air raid alarms began, we weren't frightened. The
French are so calm. They don't act
patriotic; they are only following the
lead of their government. They spend
their evenings in dimly lit rooms with
blue-curtained windows and closed
blinds to keep light from showing.
All the cafes close at 10:30 and you
can't get a bite to cat anywhere.
"We volunteered for Red Cross service and worked a little while. There
wasn't much we could do. We had
been ordered to leave France eventually; so we went to Bordeaux to
try to get a boat home. After waiting
in line at the ticket office for three
hours, we pushed our way through,
saying we had to see about baggage
coming from Paris. We really did
have trunks in Paris we never expected to see again. If we hadn't
been the only two young girls around
we might never have got our trunks
and steamer tickets. With all the
trained men in the army, unexperi(Continued ea Page Powr)

DR. ALLAN

A.

STOCKDALE

A graduate of the Boston University School of Theology, the Rev.
Stockdale has held pastorates in Boston, Toledo, Chicago, and Washington, D. C., where he was pastor of
the First Congregational Church. He
is a trustee of Boston University and
of the Emerson College of Oratory of
Boston, where he formerly served as
chaplain. He has served as the director of the City Missionary Society,
the Berkeley Infirmary, and as Grand
Prelate of the Domain of Massachusetts of the Knights of Pythias. He
is also a Mason.

During the first world war, he
Cross Country served
for six months in France as
Cross field director. In 1924
Coaches Here aheRedreceived
an honorary degree of
Doctor of Divinity from Berea ColHomecoming lege,
Ky.

Jenkins, Kanaly, Flack,
Preti, McCarthy
Honor Guests
Present and former coaches of cross
country at the University will be
among the honor guests given special
invitations for the ninth annual Alumni Homecoming Program at the University on November 10 and 11, according to an announcement made today by the Alumni Office. The committee in charge of this year's program, with Earl Bennett,'28, as chairman, has decided to feature University cross country, which has for
many years been an outstanding athletic feature of the University. Accordingly, special invitations will go
out to coaches of this sport.

Dr. Stockdale is the author of "Soldiers' Smiles" and of incidental verse.
He has contributed to the Peeples
Home Journal, the Congregationalist,
and other publications.
As an exclusive speaker for the
National Association of Manufacturers, he has recently been lecturing on
the relations between the public, business, and the government.

Thirty Pass C.A.A.
Physical Exam.

Thirty students. out of the seventy
who applied, passed the stringent medical examination and are eligible to
take the Civil Aeronautics Authority
course in vocational flight training,
it was announced recently by Prof.
The coaches who have led Maine's Harry Watson.
cross country teams are: present
Classes in the course started Tuescoach, Chester A. Jenkins, who has day evening and will be held two
made a very successful record since evenings a week for two hours each.
his arrival at Maine in 1928; his pred- Within the month actual flight trainecessor, Frank Kanaly, who tutored ing at the Bangor airport w:11 comMaine's teams from 1923 to 1927; mence. The government has not yet
His cult of light is a disdain for and Howard Flack, 1921 and 1922. named the company which will carry
technique, as he knows nothing about Alumnus Frank Preti, '17, of Port- on this training. Several groups have
lenses, film, or developers. He ob- land. himself a prominent star in ,the applied for the contract which specifies that many hours of flight will
serves nature.
(Continued from Page Three)
be given, both with and without an
instructor. The course lasts one year.
(Continued on Page Two)

Girls Copy Grandmother
Debate
To Keep Up With Fashion Intramural
Starts October 23
By Trask and Scribner

Look to an old tintype for your
new fashions for teas, housepartics,
and informals. Some of us have even
been accused of reincarnating grandmother from the old family album.
There she is, glorified in her bustle,
Mr. Charles E. Kintner, a graduate • wasp waist, snood, chunky jewelry, and
of the Curtis Institute and a vocal ruffles. Miss 1939 has lost her origiartist and choral conductor, stated nality and is cramping her style. Of
during his demonstration of record- course you know, girls, there are three
ing apparatus at the University Thurs- ways to achieve a wasp waist: 1. a
day evening, October 12, that the pub- deep breath; 2. a good strong bedlic speaking department has one of post; 3. a roommate with no mercy.
the most up-to-date recording ma- Now you have automatically achieved
chines which is now being used in the that mid-Victorian primness, no
People
colleges and universities throughout "shagging," or "jiving."
really knew what they were doing
the country.
when the "Blue Danube" and "After
The University purchased this mathe Ball Is Over" were the tunes of
chine four sears ago for the purpose
the town.
of recording the voices of students I
Bustles range from excess yards
in the public speaking classes. During the past year and a half, however, of overdraped material to merely a
many additional uses have been found butterfly bow in the back (for those
for this apparatus. It has been of aid of you who take to new styles like
not only in the public speaking de- chickens to water). Bear in mind
partment but in the romance lan- that a hustle is emphasis.
Snoods you can wear from dawn to
guages and German departments,
speech clinic cases, and recordings dark. They can vary in material,
for the University Glee Club and Cho- cover your curls, or lend enchantrus. The latest practice has beets to ment to your new wave. If you are
record radio programs directly from really industrious you can make a
the air. In this way historic speeches cute one by tying hits of brightly
Don't be
of the present crisis, special news colored yarn together.
broadcasts, and various dramatic pro- afraid to try them; they really have
grams can be transcribed. Later, good points.
these are played and analyzed in the
Ruffles are progressing. last year
public speaking classes.
they peeped discreetly out from be-

Teachers To Hear
Prof. Chadbourne

Has Contributed
To Numerous
Publications
Allan A. Stockdale, editor of Reveille, a devotional magazine, and
speaker for the National Association
of Manufacturers, will talk on "Foundations of American life" before a
University assembly in the Memorial
Gymnasium next Tuesday morning at
9:30. The public is invited.

Photo Club Shows
Missone's Works

Both speakers expressed their approval of Parents Day and praised
its purpose of bringing the parents
into closer contact with the college
routine of their sons and daughters. man with Standard Electrical ComLeonard Missone was born in :870
pany of Chicago. Immediately fol- at Gilly, Belgium. At his parents'
lowing he was a draftsman with the wishes, he studied and received his
New England Structural Company degree as a mining engineer in 1894.
and later with the Steel Cable Engi- But he became interested in photography and in 1896 exhibited for the
Now well into its third week of neering Company.
In 1903 he became a professor of first time at Brussels where he reproduction, "The Girl of the Golden
\Vest," first Masque production of engineering at Mount Allison Uni- ceived much acclaim. Photography
the year is rapidly shaping up in versity in Sackville, N. B.. and later then became his principal occupation.
spite of Hell Week activities which professor of mechanical engineering
He noticed that to obtain fine landaffected several of the cast, includ- at the University of Vermont, and scapes it was necessary to work in
then at the Case School of Applied foggy weather. He loves haze, esing leading man. John Robie.
Science in Cleveland, coming to the pedal!y morning fog, and also bad
Neil Sawyer, who is directing the
Professors Ii. It. Kirshen and \V. W.
University of Maine as professor of weather, such as rain, storm, or snow.
show
during
the
convalescence
of
Chadbourne, of the Economics Departmechanical engineering and head of He will not work in the sunlight
ment, are giving courses this year in Prof. Bricker, reports that he is re(Continued on Page Four)
because he claims that it has "no
Accounting and Economics at the local ceiving splendid co-operation from the
I atmosphere." He has been called a
Bangor chapter of the American Insti- cast. Even the uncomfortable propoet of mud, but also of sky.
cess of raising beards is being borne
tute of Banking.
with
good
humor
by
the
male
memMissone attaches great importance
The courses offered are for the purmerican Farmer
to his choice of subject but especially
pose of training bankers in the general bers of the cast, he stated.
fields of business and economics. The
At present, rehearsals are being
Ray E. Corliss, '43, a student in I to its lighting. He says, "The subtwo-hour classes meet on Tuesday and held in the attic of North Stevens agriculture, was elected to the Amer- I ject is nothing; the light is everyFriday afternoon from the first part Hall while the sets are being built ican Farmer Degree at the National thing."

Collis,'43, Elected
A

Speaker

A feature of this two-day program,
which is designed to meet the college
woman's need for training in filling
executive positions which she now
holds or will hold outside of college,
will be the small discussion groups.
By conducting such informal discussions, the particular problems of the
girls in the groups can be dealt with
more completely and satisfactorily
than in a large general discussion.

An exhibition by Leonard Missone,
the famous Belgian pictorial photographer, is being sponsored by the
Photography Club at the Art Gallery
in South Stevens. The photographs
show a process called mediobrome,
Funeral services were at the resi- that Missone invented in 1937. It
consists of bromoil applied to an
dence Wednesday afternoon.
unbleached bromide print.
A native of Saugus, Mass., he gradThe statistics of the "American
uated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1901, with the Annual of Photography" classed Mr.
Missone first in 1937 and again in
degree of Bachelor of Science.
In 1894 and 1895 he was a drafts- 193&

Maine Professors
Teach In Bangor

On American Life

neath your skirts. This year notning
The intramural tournament, sponcan hide them. Arranged in rows or sored by the Debate Club, will be
singly, on blouse or skirt, lined or held from Monday, October 23,
unlined, they arc another "must have." through Thursday, October 26, in
Attention. Jewelry addicts! Your Stevens Hall, Dr. Howard L. Runion
time has come. Only one bracelet announced today.
places you in the dusty files of 1938;
The debate will be conducted in
minus the earrings and you have com- cross-question or Oregon style on the
mitted one breach of etiquette; and proposition: Resolved, that the Fedno locket is definitely a faux pas. eral Governnient should own and opeNow, like every good text book, rate the railroads. Finals will take
we give you living examples. That place on the 26th, and a dance will be
wine velvet with peplum ruffles and given on the 27th, at which time the
gold accents was ideal at one of our winners of the tournament will be
recent teas; the matching turban with announced.
There are nineteen teams entered,
our famous snood was not unnoticed
either. Another favorite tea dress including six freshman teams and
was of that new shade of coffee black. thirteen upperclassman teams. The
This was demure and fetching with freshman teams are: John Cull:nan
its high neck, tight fitting sleeves, and John Webster; Neal Putnam and
miniature hustle, and the necessary , Gerald Ward; David Hempstead and
Mary Hempstead; Joseph Goldberg
accessory, a white gold locket.
and James Ambrose; Molly Kagan
Informals and houseparties get
and Milton Herman; Phyllis Morris
their share of the new styles, too. I
and Bette Walker.
Bustles are increasing in size on our
The upperclassmen are: Agnes
evening gowns (you see they are important) and wasp waists are be- Walsh and Martha Hutchins; Wilcoming "waspier." Can't you just liam Treat and Elton Carter; George
picture that one we saw in royal blue Ellis and Brooks Brown; Miles Mank
taffeta? The skirt broke into ruffles and Frederick Burden; Alma Fifield
at the bottom; the cut of the neck and Gertrude Tondreau; Edward Opwas low and square; and the tightly penheim and Joseph Cohen; George
capped sleeves gave the final touch Darveau and Quenton Crandall; Walter Reed and John Jordon; Paul Mofor victorian modesty.
rin and Francis Andrews; Lawrence
P.S. Girls, aren't these even mildly Emery and Bernard LaBarge; Samthrilling after a Brooks sweater and I uel Tracy and Russell Wooley; Danskirt?
iel Lapham and Eben Elwell.
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Stuff
By Myer Alpert

The Mellow Side' Steve Kierstead and John Mayo

We now bring forth a record from lyrics of "Moonray" are exceptionally
By Buel Godwin
'tirIvy lir-ww,Irrwrry's
little ways back, but we think it fine, and the complete arrangement
a
hears
again
one
In the present crisis
Member
"The Maine Campus on the Air."
..........0 CO. NATMNAL ADVERTISING RV
By University Snoops
is plenty O.K. We have Bob Crosby is beautiful.
the voices of the debunkers. We are
every
words
those
Inc.
hearing
Service,
to
Advertising
used
Get
National
1c4ssocia1ed ColletSiate Press
told that England and France are not
College Paalisbers Representative
On the turntable we have "MelanWell, folks, back again after a Thursday night at 7:15. The news and his Bobcats doing "Stumbling,"
DIstTiLutor of
New Yonli N.Y. real democracies, but are only imper420 MADISON Ave
strenuous week-end ...A good foot- items last week were announced by in fine, relaxed Dixieland style. Dig choly Mood," a piece that clearly reO.K.*. • 505,010 • Lo. Annals • S. ruk.isco
fect imitations; that the motives of ball game even if it did rain—The Peggy Bannigan and Rachel Kent. Bauduc's backing up on the drums,
sembles any sad number that a colthese two countries in fighting the war Owls must take most of their time Peggy also interviewed Mr. Crane:
and each soloist's fine style of Dixie- ored band might play. The tones
all other corre- are, at best, very questionable; that
Manager,
Busines•
the
to
correspondence
business
all
Address
thinking up antics for the freshmen— director of admissions, on Parents land playing sounds great. The last
spondence to the Editer.in•Chief.
perpetuate the sadness that the title
Great Britain, especially, has been a Nice band we have this year—Best Day. Dave Astor, sports editor of
Entered as second class matter at the post•eflwe, Orono, Maine.
are really "way back" implies. Artie Shaw's indescribable
Subscription: gl.=. year.
empire-builder and of luck to the team down at Storrs the Campus, gave the sports broad- two choruses
callous
and
brutal
Maine.
()rose,
Press,
University
the
Prit.ted at
drop beat, but still way out front, in
Advertising Rate SOf per column inch
is now denying to others the practices this Saturday ...
cast. Bill Treat, former editor of the our estimation. The one outstanding playing of the clarinet, and the supbuilding. Tel. Extension Si
Office on the third floor of
port of the drums and piano take
she has been guilty of in the past; that
anofficial
WLBZ
the
is
Campus,
Congrats to Puss Thomas and John
solo is that of Bob Zerke (Mr. Z, to
__ _Editor-in-Chief anything we hear contradicting these Perry—Convenient that he is located nouncer here on the campus. He signs you) on piano. He is one of the finest. away chorus one. Helen Forrest
CHARLES A.PEIRCE
sings sadly while perfect saxes build
_Business Manager statements is nothing but propaganda.
handy, isn't it, Puss? P P f Helen on and signs off the programs, and
PETER J. SKOUFIS
On the back side we find more and up a fine background. This is a fine
In order to keep the books straight, had a wonderful week-end—She still does some of the announcing of the
EDITORIAL BOARD
more "drop beat." The title of the piece if you appreciate the sadness of
let us take these statements one by thinks she'll like being a farmer's programs.
rendition is "Fidgety Feet," written it all—record definitely recommended.
Managing Editor Dorothy Shiro
Warren Randall
one and see what they are worth. (I wife... Are Mickey and Bob at Tau
WLBZ is now handling The Great by LeRocca and Shields, of the OrigiWomen's News Editor shall receive no remuneration from
Rachel Kent......--__Assoc. Editor
• is • •
Pp arguing about a certain Old Town Plays Series every Sunday afternoon nal Dixieland Band. It is so solid
Society Editor
News Editor Alma Hansen
Charles Leining
London or Paris for this defense of lass! F f What's the matter, Mickey!
dressed up in the latAn
piece
old
are
broadcasts
These
p.m.
2:00
at
couldn't
you
that
the
all
through
way
David Astor......__..........Sports Editor
their honor.)
Jealous...
well worth listening to. I think that even beat it. Every man for himself est style is "Little White Lies," by
Anyone who says that Great Britain
The latest campus heroes will soon if you listen once you will be sum to througout, improvising as he wishes, Ella Fitzgerald. This, we believe, is
or France is not a democracy should be he calling for 'me lady fair' in their tune in on the next one. The next yet playing closely around the theme. the finest recording Ella has done in
On behalf of the students of the University of Maine,
prepared to define the term. Many of airplanes—Once you all get into the play to be given is Alcestis, by Eu- Listen for the numerous licks some time. Mellow saxes take the
the people making this statement would air, be sure and stay up long enough ripides, written about 438 B.C.
the Campus extends its deep and heartfelt sympathy to the
throughout. They add much to the introduction, and Ella carries the voshudder at measures of true democracy ; to make the journey worth while...
cal as well, if not better, than usual.
friends and relatives of Professor Sweetser upon the loss
night the first of the style and taste in which the whole
Sunday
Last
they neither understand it nor the Nancy Wright had a perfect weekMuted trumpets play figures to fill
the regular Sunday night thing is played.
of
series
oi this beloved member of our faculty.
governments of England or France. end—We wonder why ...
in the rests, and a fine combination of
• * ••
broadcasts was given. It
Campus
saxes and piano carry on. The end
These governments are not perfect
Colvin Informal was certainly a wasn't too bad. There were a few
The number one recording of today
of the recording features Ella and
or complete democracies, but the same huge success... Bob Parker back on
which will be overcome and tomorrow, we believe, is "Moondifficulties
criticism might be levied against our campus—Seemed nice, didn't it,
the trumpet man, both doing nicely.
in time. The announcing of the num- ray" (B-10334-A) by Artie Shaw.
own govermnent. This criticism re- Trick! f f Kay Laffine and .Effie
On the back beat we have "One
this
of
writing
The
Shaw helped in the
bers could have been speeded up.
flects a holier-than-thou attitude. The Chase—Is that a budding romance? f
on time, piece, and his work is noticeable. The Side of Me," not much to brag about,
long
little
a
was
program
from
considerably
changed
spirit of government of all three coun- Honey had a swell time Sat, night—
Not until human nature has
but the trio played an encore to their first chorus is taken by Uncle Arthur but again, kind of solid. The ballad
what it is now will it be possible to devise an absolutely foolproof tries is essentially alike, and all three, She also got a phone call this week- last musical selection; so it came out and the rhythm section—a very lift- is rather fine and Ella does it justice.
infinitely
are
are,
they
as
imperfect
floating
.rumors
.of
national,
end...Plenty
and
system of voting in local campus, as well as state
all right. The viol was a little too ing combination. Helen Forrest does Special notice should be made of the
more liberal, more democratic, and around about Tanner and Drumclose to the mike at first, causing nobly on the vocal, and is ably assist- accents and inflections of Ella's voice
elections. Nevertheless, systems have been formulated which ef- more humane than the dictatorships of
mond—Hurry up ... Hal really Was some loudspeaker vibrations. The ed and abetted by the brass section in the piece, also the background by
fectively reduce certain deficiencies in this democratic process. Germany, Italy, and Russia.
tired Saturday night, wasn't he, Dor- skit had some merit, but personally for a background. The tone and the brass section.
proporplans,
these
of
one
adopted
Last year the Student Senate
The debunkers also tell us that the rice?
I should have liked more of a drawl 1
tional representation, for use in class elections. Opinion on cam- Allies are fighting this war for selfish The Owls dance as a great suc- on them thar mountaineers. But all
THIRTY PASS
pus differs as to the efficacy of the proportional representation motives alone, and only incidentally, cess—In many ways ... Everybody in all, considering that the program Wednesday, October 18, from 6.30(Costumed from Page One)
certainly took advantage of the rules was really got up on short notice, 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Gymnasium.
a
at
clearly
quite
I
liberty.
and
shown
democracy
for
all,
was
at
divergency
if
this
of
Evidence
plan.
being off ... One freshman couple are
Folk Dancing is sweeping the counrecent meeting of the Student Senate when certain groups spoke suppose the motive of self-defence, and certainly glad that Old Town and I thought it better than some of the try. Mrs. Smith, from Berea College A list of the subjects to be taken up
masses
the
of
motive
prime
a
is
this
programs last spring, in which a
of
explanation
brief
A
system.
old
navigation, cithe
to
returning
in favor of
in Kentucky, is now giving such a includes meteorology,
of people, may be called a selfish mo- Bangor are handy so they can meet— month was allowed for preparation.
vil air regulations, parachutes, enWe
you..
catch
Owls
the
let
Don't
have
girls
Enough
the two methods used should clarify the issues.
Bangor.
in
course
one
tive. This argument is like the
The program this Sunday night
and other allied subjects. The
presinot as yet indicated a desire for this gines,
Until last year class officers were "selected" in the following that attacks the liberal businessman are still wondering if the Owls'
will consist of two fifteen minute
by Promeet
to
time
in
home
Kay
got
dent
course to warrant Mrs. Smith's com- course is being supervised
emcontented
that
realizes
he
list
because
complete
a
submitted
Senate
the
and
Radium
to
of
Romance
dramas, The
manner. Representatives
the twelve o'clock date...Helen MaFifteen girls fessor Harry Watson, of the mechanuniversity.
the
to
up
ing
He
workingmen.
better
make
ployees
The Scientist Spallanzani. These are
ical engineering department, with sevof candidates for all major officers. In a general meeting the
minimum number required
gets more efficiency, of course, but his ling s Jim here over the week-end...
of the Uni- are the
eral other members of the faculty asqualifications of these candidates were discussed and, through employees also live better. In this war Betty Luce reached the semi-final of presented by the courtesy
• • * •
versity of Kentucky. Why not keep
sisting on the various divisions of
a very questionable procedure, a slate of two candidates for each the fact that the Allies are fighting for the Miss Television contest at Emer- that dial on 620, WLBZ, Sunday Hockey season officially opens next
the course.
Thomas
Merrill
...One
College
son
Senate.
the
by
upon
justice. for a more secure world, must
major class office was finally decided
Remember, Ben Bernie at week. Be sure, upperclass girls, that
may be quoted as saying recently to night?
The list of students now taking
they
that
fact
the
by
be
not
be
obscured
should
It
slate.
this
from
leaders
class
at
their
Broadcast
elected
Campus
Students
two young ladies, "I can get a date 7:00, and the
you have the necessary four prac- the course include fourteen seniors,
dominathe
against
fighting
also
are
despera7:30.
clear from this description why the Senate, in a state of
nine juniors, and seven sophomores.
tices.
don of Hitler and for self-preservation. with any girl on campus. I have at
least two dates a week and ton.ght
tion, adopted the proportional representation plan as a last resort.
• • • •
Those seniors registered are: Richard
We are also reminded of Great
There will be a tennis tournament W. Akeley, James H. Ashby, Burton
The modified form of P.R. as used in University class elec- Britain's past sins of commission and, I'm going out with one of the belles
of last year's class." My, but you're
As soon as the required number of H. Albee, Albert J. Bouchard, Kentions last operated in somewhat the following manner. Each omission in gaining her empire, and the wonderful. Merrill!
cirls have signed up. Posters have neth J. Bouchard, William H. ChanSenate representative submitted a complete slate of candidates empire is spoken of as a decaying and Poor Doddie—She just can't go
been placed in all of the dormitories. dler, Bernard Cohen, William S.
told
are
VVe
structure.
disreputable
iwithout seeing Bob more than one
for offices in his class. Except where there was a duplication,
Miss Rogers will help those Liris Cook, James J. Fitzpatrick, Jr., Arlo
in
selfishly
Comstock
acting
is
that that country
By Corinne
• Barker cer ain3,
c
, enimg
all of these candidates' names (about twenty-five) were put on forbidding
who feel that they need further in- E. Gilpatrick, Stephen K. Gross, EuGermany the right to prac.
A meeting of the Advanced Modern struction.
gene I.. McLaughlin, William A. Rathe ballots. There was one ballot for each class office. At the the the same evils she has practised dorsi, t give the boys here on campus
.
.es us in is Dancing Club was held at 1:00 Monm
• rtisw o a e atter
• • • •
der, and Frederic %V. Robie.
poll, students showed their preferences by placing the figure in the past. Thus we are told that two too near ... Well, we'll see you next
day, October 16. The elected officers
Athletic Association is
The juniors are: Eugene C. Gilbert,
one (1) after the name of their first choice, the figure two (2) wrongs make a right. This country, week and in the meantime comb sour are: president, Elizabeth Gammons; Women's
compulsory meeting at 1:00 Sidney J. Goodrich. Robert %V.
a
holding
in
Rico,
Porto
in
empire
an
has
to,
after their second choice, and so on down through the list of
hair and get on your best bib and tuc- secretary-treasurer, Margaret Max- Tuesday, October 24, in Alumni GymGraves, Gordon B. McKay, Richard
the Philippines. Can Secretary Hull
well. Margaret Cromwell is the ac- nasium. Its purpose is election of a
twenty-five. The students receiving the smallest number of l's , be accused of hypocracy in his efforts ker for your Prism tic are ...
H. Pierce, Oscar W. Riddle, Ikhert
to
companist. The committee chosen
secretary. Candidates to be voted B. Smith, Richard P. Sullivan, and
and 2's, or having the smallest total count, were considered I to make a more secure international
draw up rules consists of the two upon are Eleanor 'ard and Joseelected.
Reese C. Williams.
. order simply because past administra- , The Rev. Edwin T. Buehrer will
officers and Esther Drummond, Mar- phine Blake. All women students
Services
in
Vesper
the
at
suppressSunday
speak
brutally
acted
have
tions
the
over
system
P.R.
Sophomores named for the course
We believe that the advantages of the
garet Hauck, and Mavis Creamer.
who do not attend will be subjected
ing separatist movements in these ter- in the Little Theatre at 4:15, There
are: Charles H. Benjamin, Jr., Richold one are self-evident. In the first place it minimizes the influ- ritories? Today the world has pro- will be two soloists, Carolyn Reed, Those girls present at the meeting to a fine of twenty-five cents.
ard I.. Chick, Paul D. Danforth, Nlorwere Mary Bates, Elizabeth Barker,
ence of that old bugaboo, fraternity politics. If this were the gressed to a point where dictation and vocal, and Booth Leavitt, violin.
rill A. Gatcomb, Donald H. McKay,
ReCrosby,
Isabella
Christie,
Alice
worthwhile.
be
would
still
it
system,
the
adopting
for
only reason
brutality in international affairs is
Monday night at 8 p.m. there will Charles E. Remick, and Ralph E.
Marand
%Varren,
Betsy
Hill,
becca
However, other features are also included. The greater number considered lawless and immoral. The Tuesday and Thursday nights at
Woodbury.
he a Swing Band rehearsal.
jorie Whitehouse.
of candidates gives the voters a larger field front which to choose Allies in fighting against the outlaw 7 p.m. there are rehearsals for the
First rehearsal of the club was held
are fighting for an orderly and Men's Glee Club.
their officers. In this respect the system is more satisfactory to nations
a secure world. The fact is that the
potential
the
from
Then,
those who participate in the election.
empires have rallied to the cause. The
Follow Arrow And You Follow The Style
candidate's viewpoint, it is the better because, theoretically, at British Dominions have entered the
least, any student with a chance of being elected to a class office war, and Nfahatina Ghandi and Arab
Ira Notional Arrow Work
leaders have expressed sympathy for
would have his name on the ballot.
their cause.
Two major objections to the system were voiced at the re- Finally we are told that any justicent Senate meeting; the first being that it was too complicated fication of the Allied cause must be
both for the students to use and for the tabulators to count; the propaganda. As it has been so aptly
second was that the Big Greeks could clique together and vote put, there is now propaganda that
down a logical candidate by placing him near the end in their tells, not to believe in something, but
to believe in nothing, not even the
voting preference,
evidence of our common sense. It
In answer to the first objection, the complications, it might is true that the Allies are fighting
be well to bear in mind that as long as democracy survives, peo- an imperialistic war, a war of power
ple must vote. It seems logical that college students can gain Politics, a war over a boundary squabtile, but at the same time it is also
valuable experience and knowledge of such democratic processes
true that they are fighting on a side of
difficulother
The
elections.
University
in
participation
through
honor, justice, and progress.
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Progress or Retrogress?

I

The Amazon I

O

I

ty, the problem of counting the ballots, ought never to have been
brought up. If the Student Senate does not have the machinery,
if it does not have the brains necessary to conduct class elections
on campus efficiently, then that organization must find justification for its existence.
However, we do believe that the Senate does have the ability
to carry out its work. As evidence of this, we point to the proposal made at the last meeting to correct both of the above complications. It was suggested that, instead of having twenty-five
names submitted for each office, the same number be put on one
ballot, from which all officers in each class would be selected.
This means that the candidate receiving the smallest cumulative
total would be president, the one receiving the second smallest
cumulative would be vice president, and so on down through the
list, including class committee members. Such a system, we believe, would be more practical in determining majority preferences, besides making it easier to tabulate, since three out of the
four ballots used last year would be eliminated.
We believe that rejection of the P.R. system in favor of the
old style of voting would be a step backward; that it would be
the lazy man's way of doing things. After all, last year's Senate
really did something constructive toward correcting the old abuses. Now it is up to the present organization to continue this
progressive policy, front time to time making necessary improvements in the newly acippted meLlagfils.
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Top flight shirt for Fall
ARROW'S AEROLANE

Who's the big
AUTHORITY
on Male Style?
ARROW ha.s Icing been
considered America's
leading stylist for wen...
so you can 4ext assured
that our new Arrow patterned shirts are correctly styled, the last word
In men's shirts $2 UP

HERE'S a new shirt pattern that rates stratosphere high in looks — AEROLANE!
Maybe you've seen it featured in the Saturday
Evening Post. But anyway you'll want to see it on
our counters ... and once you see it there, you'll
want to see it on your chest. It's got perfect
Arrow tailoring, the one-and-only Arrow collar
... and it's Sanforized-Shrunk (fabric shrinkage
42.
len than 1%!) Get it today

His Master's Choice
combination hard to beat
A NisArrow
this AEROLANE feature . . .
Arrow shirt ($2) and Arrow tie ($1)...
both made precisely for each other.
This distinctive spaced stripe broadcloth shirt, tailored by Arrow, will win many compbments
for you. Get yours today, in colors, blue, tan and greenall sizes. Sanforized Shrunk (Fabric shrinkage less than 1%).

Special Aorolano nos 9

VIRGIE'S

A
. J. Goldsmith

UNIVERSITY STORE

Old Town

ORONO

ARROW ,S1111778
COLLAR:,

. TIES . . BANDSERCHIFTS
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

New Hampshire Goes Down
Before Maine Bears, 6-0;
Stearns Scores for Blue

Smith Breaks Record
Leading Harriers To
Win Over Wildcats
Five Men Finish
Under Old
Mark

Genge

Many Candidates
For Rifle Team

Reitz

Teams Slowed
By Sudden
Shower

By Dave Astor
This week the Black Bears become knights of the road—playing at
Connecticut in what might be called a climax game. Next week the State
Series starts, and it is especially important that the team be in good mental
By Paul Ehrenfried
From the hundred freshmen rewell as physical condition. A win would put the team in exactly the right
the first call for the rifle
Smashing ail previous course
,pirit for the Series. A loss, however, will perhaps put the team in a sor- sponding to
team candidates on October 3, only
records, the University of Maine
By Jerry Schmidt
,syftil mood.
thirty-five have survived the eliminavarsity cross country team demud and slop of last
the
In
Maj.
feated the University of New
Thus the game this week is, front this standpoint, terribly important. The tion in the preliminary training,
Saturday's rain storm, the thusHampshire harriers, 28-30, in
team has gone through three games undefeated and with its goal line un- James G. Cooper announced recently.
Maine Bear
far undefeated
crossed. The team should be confident but not over-confident. Last year,
the first meet of the season here
Veterans of last year's varsity rifle
grinned at the fighting New
Connecticut came to Maine undefeated and filled with confidence. They squad will be called out on November
at Orono last Saturday.
Hampshire Wildcat and then
went back defeated and filled with despair. Two simple words, confidence 2 by Coach Cooper who is expecting
Dim Smith broke hi old record by
cuffed him a resounding blow
a
deal.
depend
great
and despair, but upon this game and these two words
a successful season.
42 seconds, taking first place in the
6-0 at Alumni Field to keep its
It might determine Maine's success in the coming series.
time of 21:54. Jones, of New HampManager George H. Ellis is scheown goal line uncrossed and its
shire, came in second, while Ken
duling intercollegiate matches with
record of three straight wins
Blaisdell placed third, coming in ten
Trainer
and
out
time
called
Maine
the
Saturday,
last
half
in
the
state
Just before
teams representing every
intact.
seconds under the old course reccrd.
injured
the
told
Wally
Wallace ran onto the field. After a quick check-up,
union. These matches will be carThe manner in which Maine scored
Kirk was the next man in for the
player that he was through for the day. Ken Burr walked off the field, his ried on by postal communication
its decisive touchdown reflects credit
Ehrlenbach,
Wildcats. followed by
shoulders slumped. The crowd cheered. Ken coughed a little and wiped the through the winter months, commencupon the entire team, but more esIngraham, and Butterworth. Ehr"mist" from his eyes. Last year at almost the same time the identical thing ing in December.
pecially upon the littlest Bear of them
lenbach was eight seconds under the
happened to Burr—ligaments were torn from his hip. The only difference,
The action taken by the Athletic
all, left end Roger Stearns, who gathold mark, while Ingraham was only
this year it was the other hip.
Board last spring in elevating the rifle
ered Dick Dyer's 20 yard pass into
four-fifths of a second slower. DeBurr's loss is more serious than at first might be noticed. He had weight team to a varsity status has provided
his arms on the visitor's 35 and,
quine was the ninth man in, Jordan
always
chatter
his
and experience. lie was thr spark plug on defense—and
a great stimulus to participation in
by perfect blocking by Peabody
aided
twelfth.
in
coming
kept the team in the right frame of mind. Every game the opposition bench the sport.
and Leek, scampered across the goal
CLARY GLNC.E. blocking star and Allkept remarking on what a great center Burr was. Burr has a way with
Coach Jenkins was quite favorably
Those freshmen still practicing are
line for the vital six points.
Maine guard
women (especially at Wheaton), but when it conics to one, Dame Fortune, his Otis Bacon, Richard Bader, F. S.
impressed with the boys' performancquarterback,
Stearns contributed one of the
JACK, REITZ, regular
magic tongue was of no avail.
es. "They did a pretty swell job," he
Barrows, Jr., John Dickerson, Robert whose signal calling has helped the smartest plays of the day in stopping
the
from
wiggling,
keep
to
have
now
Hampshire
will
however,
New
the
Although
tongue,
magic
Burr's
said.
Dodge, Lindley Godson, William
MAINE SEEKS
an attempted reverse run back by
team win three straight games
team offered very severe competition,
sidelines, for perhaps the rest of the season. His chatter will be missed on Gorham, Donald Harper, E. A. Hen(Continued from Page One)
New Hampshire on a Maine punt,
a
ploy
to
going
are
the Bears still have plenty of work
the field, but you can bet your last penny that the boys
Morey
Paul
Hilton,
James
derson,
by blocking both runners as the ball
ahead of them. Rhode Island has a Hampshire game. All in all, though, bit harder from now on, for they knoze that the finest tribute they could give suck, Richard Jones.
was being passed on the 6 yard line.
strong team, headed by a freshman the rest last Monday afternoon put to their ailing acting captain would be—an undefeated season.
Richard Karl, Keith Kinney, HarDick Dyer was outstanding; his
star of last year, Boston University the squad in a fairly favorable physiold La Croix, Eben Leavitt, Robert
punting time and again put New
and Connecticut State have already cal condition.
Things 'it stuff... The Bear Hug this week goes to the crowd who ,Manter, Richard Norton, Gerald Os- I
Hampshire back in its own territory,
shown evidences of plenty of power, The strength of the Nutmeg team is braved the rains to watch the second half last week. The band also deserves
good. Philip Plaisted, Bion Reynolds,
and saved Maine from a Wildcat
and the state meet will not be exactly not in ally way to be under-estimated. a big Hug as well as every member of the team...Of the fifteen athletic
E. W. Rideout, Robert Savage, C.
threat. Jack Reitz was a human dya push-over.
Heading the bill is big Captain Herb contests that the Maine teams have had thus far, only one has been lost ...Last Savasuk.
The peak of interest in the fall ten- namo, tackling hard on defense and
Peterson, standing 6' 3" and tipping Saturday saw two of the nation's finest hammer throwers playing opposite
Robert Scott, Armond Sedgley, nis tournament will probably occur calling the right plays on offense.
NOTICE
the scales at 195 pounds. Peterson each other at tackles, namely, N. H.'s Flaherty and Maine's Johnson.... How
Sinkinson, Bernard Smith, Saturday, when it is planned to hold
Richard
Co-Captain Gerrish ran and tacgames..
jayvee
and
frosh
the
at
performs
he
is not only a great end but
about real crowds and organized cheerleading
M. B. Stackpole, Donald Taverner, the final match at 1:30. Two semi• kled superbly as did his running-mate,
The fall doubles tennis tour- beautifully in the backfield. In Bob
There'll be special trains to Bates and Colby so save your pennies...Oh
nament will begin soon, it was Donnelly, Coach Christian has a good these women—a seemingly innocent co-ed to Jim Harris, "Do you wear your Frederick \riles, Walter Welch, Har- final matches are expected to be held Charlie Arbor. Nor did the rain and
old Whiteley, S. B. Willetts, and Ed- on Thursday or Friday of this week. mud hamper the perfect centers of coannounced today by Coach forward passer and shifty runner, and I glasses when you play football, Jim?"
ward Woodman.
splendid
a
has
he
Waltman
Ed
in
Two freshmen have dominated play captain Ken Burr and his substitute,
the
for
Entries
Small.
George
Predictions:
eight
the
of
Two
blocker.
and
runner
in the upper bracket, while two se- Jim Harris.
tournament, which is open to
Maine 13—Connecticut 6
lettermen are backs. In the line,
niors have come through in the lower.
Incidentally, worry is added by the
CROSS COUNTRY
Colby 28—Middlebury 0
freshmen as well as upperclassguard Robinson is to be closely
a freshman sen- fact that Burr's injury may keep him
Pratt,
predicted,
As
from
One)
Page
(Continued
13
19—Williams
Bowdoin
men, may be submitted up until watched.
sation, has advanced into the semi- out of action for several games or
Bates 27—Arnold 0
Friday noon to either Coach
sport and a member of the national finals. His quarter-final win (6-4) longer. Also on the injured list is
In anticipation of the hard fight
Kents Hill 6--Frosh 13
championship team of 1915, coached (7-5) over capable Charlie Guard in- Red Lane, who may be out some time.
Small or Faculty Manager Ted ahead. Coach Brice intends to open
Higgins 0—Jayvees 12
from 1919 to 1920, following W. T. stalls him as a real threat to the However, Spencer Leek amply filled
up with a passing attack in contrast
Curtis
crown. Mal Peckham, another frosh, Lane's position at end for the rest of
McCarthy, who came in 1916.
(By the way, the varsity cross country team will slaughter Colby)
will meet Pratt in the semi-finals. the game and contributed what many
Early prediction... for the first time in six years, the frosh will take
Early days of the sport were under
the sopns in their annual track meet. Watch Moody, of the frosh harriers, the direction of Coach Art Smith. Peckham gained the advanced round called the best tackle of the day, by
by virtue of a win over Herb Farrar. shoestring-grabbing Hall, the Wildanother Don Smith in the making.
1911 to 1915, who turned out the
Farrar has been going places this fall, cat safety man, on a punt runback
famous winning combination of 1915,
and Peckham's victory was hard early in the second half.
team
national
only
championship
the
with the closely ntanoeuvered, contact tackle, Clary Genge and Ed Cook
earned.
The credit for Pale Blue gains on
in the history of the sport at Maine.
type of play so typical of Maine's of- doing the guarding, and Jim Harris
The lower bracket play finds Bob running plays between the tackles
the
of
coach
also
Coach
was
Smith
fense in its first three contests. Men at center. The quarterback will probfirst cross country team to compete Hamilton niarchinss easily into a and for Maine defensive superiority
like Roger Stearns and Dick Dyer, ably be Jack Reitz, Charlie Arbor and
with another college in that sport— leading position. A victory over Too- goes to the guards and tackles. Ed
Coand
halves,
the
at
Dyer
Dick
been
whose mettle has definitely
a team which, in the fall of 1911, ran ley led Hamilton into the semi-finals Cook led the parade into the New
proven, will be hard to watch. The Captain "Doc" Gerrish at full. Ed
where he will face veteran Clark Hampshire backfield, closely folagainst Tufts and won 19 to 36.
passes will be flying and unless the Barrows will no doubt relieve GerThurston, who defeated Phil Hir.ck- lowed by Clary Genge, Stan JohnHigh point of the week-end activiNutmeggers defense is efficient there rish from time to time.
ley.
son. and Hal Dyer, who all played
will be a good deal of yardage gamed
Coach Brice has his fingers crossed, ties will be the annual Alumni-FaculSemi-final matches will be the best their usually clean hard games.
for the Bears through the efforts of expecting a hard game, but hoping ty noon luncheon Saturday, at which
Ed Barrows, Lefty (no mustache)
the cross country coaches, the mem- three out of five sets.
4 this unique scoring combination.
for the very best.
A doubles tournament will be start- Bennett. Mac Roberts, Hal AnderThe lineup will probably consist of
Twenty-seven men, including two bers of the 1915 Championship team,
and other cross country stars will be ed this week-end. Matches should son, and Spud Peabody all kept up
Leek and Stearns at the ends, Hal lines and three backfields, are making
the guests of honor. Other features be played as soon as possible in order the spirit of tramping on the WildDyer and "Sailor" Stan Johnson at the trip.
on the program will include a meet- to finish the tournament before cold cat when they were in, much to the
enjoyment of the decimated spectaing of the 'M' Club on Friday night weather.
with alumni letter-winners getting
tors present.
together to talk over old times, the
`14101.11 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Alumnae-Student hockey
annual
The referees were Harris, Curtis,
match on the girls' athletic field SatJohnston, and Stuart.
urday morning, and the big football
rally Friday night, all climaxed by
The scmi-final games in each league
The final play-offs in each league
the final State Series football game of the Intramural Football Tourna- will take place Sunday, Oct. 29. Phi
against Bowdoin.
ment were played off Sunday, Oct. Eta Kappa and Kappa Sigma will
IS on the practice fields.
compete for the Northern League
of the Phi
• In the Northern League Phi Eta championship.. The winner
Kappa eked out a one point victory Mu Delta and the Phi Gamma Delta
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon, defeating contest will fight it out with Alpha
Ot.o Tow N
them 2-1. In the second game Kappa Tau Omega for the championship in
CHARTERED BUSES
Sigma trounced Dormitory A, 12-0. the Southern League.
Thurs., Fri., Sat,
TAXI
HELD OVER
94-11
94-3
94-4
z
Ihut
Mickey Rooney
•
•
•
Judy Garland
"ANGELS WASH
griitip pictures as well as .\thIctic pictures
Ali I li
"BABES IN ARMS"
THEIR FACES"
•
1)..n't miss it
Ann Sheridan—Dead End Kids
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Cartoon—Comedy—Novelty
Joe Ingham, Beta
Headquarters for
The Glamorous Dancing Star
Campus representative
Oct. 20-21
Sat.,
&
Fri.
Zorina
"THUNDER AFLOAT"
AMMUNITION
"ON YOUR TOES"
NVallace Beery, Virginia Grey
Eddie Albert. lan Hale
THE VODER, nicknamed Pedro, is an amazing elecNews—Comedy
Frank Mcllugli
trii al device which actually talks—the first machine
Sunday & Monday, Oct. 22-23
& VARIETY
••
in the world to do that!
'oetu arc a stranger here' but owe
re
/
"THE WOMEN"
Orono, Me
By pressing keys,singly or in combination, a skilled
with
Orono
46 Main St
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford
Tel. 430
operator can make Pedro talk in almost human fashNews—Carton
•
ion—with varying inflections and in either a man's or
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Tues., Oct. 24
Oct. 21-22-23-24
a woman's voice.
•
"Tonite's the Big Nite"
We are at your Service
The craziest, funniest picture
FRESHLY ROASTED soil MIXED NUTS
I iii nil, Ile hei
The Voder is an outgrowth of fundamental research
,4 safe place to ecrmornize
at
of the year
rig
hIt'
in speech sounds, articulation and voice reproduction
When you think of food
"THE
"DEATH OF A
MARX BROTHERS
being carried on at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Such
think of
CHAMPION"
pritcs to Fraternities and cooked as desired
AT
Phone 225 - 4(33
studies have led—and will lead—to constantly imLynne Overman, Virginia Dale
THE CIRCUS"
•
Cartoon—Comedy—Travelog
proving telephone service for you.
Don't miss it!

Two Frosh in
Net Tourney
Semi-Finals

Intramural League
Finals Saturday

BANGOR and ORONO
M 8c P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

John T. Cyr & Son]

Pedro, the Voder, speaks

THE MODERN STUDIO

and HOW!

PARKS'""""'"E

▪

-

A telephone call home would be op-Prec Hated. Rot**. tts most points ore lottiletf
eiriy time-.
C:Me; P A'osoi cli dcry.

"RIO"
\ truly great pi tot,

Wed. h Thurs , Oct. 25-26
"HONEYMOON
IN BALI"
Fred MacMurray,
Madeline Carroll
New s—Cartoon

LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

Farnsworth's

Myers Grocery

Oct. 25-26-27
Sigrid Gurie
Basil Rathbone
Victor McLaglen

•

••
JERRY'S
RADIO HOSPITAL
()pm"
's] \l iii st
1 ‘11,1

!Sit

I IIIND

SPRUCE'S "The Student's Retreat"
Special 35e dinners at the Log Lodge
110%1E-COOKED FOODS

RI ,

m •

FOUNTAIN SERVICE I
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BURTT SEES
(Continued from Page One)

STUDENTS ADDRESS
(Continued from Page One)

BETTY MACK
(Continued from Page One)

Bell and Smith
Named Managers

NOTICE

Student tickets for the BatesMaine game at Lewiston may be
to determine the attitude of members War, the national system of banking enced boys, girls, and women are
Kenneth Bell and Robert Smith have secured at the Treasurer's office
of the low income group toward pub- was established, and the national lb taking their places in all branches of
lic housing projects, she said.
or agency, and railroads were ex- service and it is terribly hard to get been named varsity managers of bas- from Monday morning, Oct. 23,
until five o'clock Thursday eveanything done."
Betty Mack, who returned recently panded.
ketball and track respectively, T. S.
ning, Oct. 27. Price of these
Off-Campus Informal
Colvin Hall Informal
from France, told of her experiences
During the World War, prices rose.
manager
of
athletics,
Curtis,
faculty
When asked about campus life in
tickets is 55e and the student
there during the first hectic weeks of There was a tremendous increase in Tours, Miss Mack said that there
announced recently.
must present his blanket tax
An autumn dance was held Satur- the war. The American Express of- exports, he said. Government activiColvin Hall hold its fall informal
isn't any; that is, not as American
Assisting Bell in basketball will be when purchasing one. After 5
last Saturday evening. The chaperons day evening in Alumni Gym by mem- fice was always crowded with Ameri- ty increased. Wilson could have asstudents know about campus life.
o'clock, Thursday evening, abwere Mrs. Julia G. Whittlesey, matron; bers of the Off-Campus Women's cans trying in vain to book passage sumed complete power over the eco"You go to school in the morning, Donald Marriner and Jasper Spear. solutely no tickets will be sold
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Murray; Dr. and Organization, with about thirty-five for the United States, she said. All nomic system.
stay all day, and come home at night." Loren Stewart and Aaron Hurwitz at this special student rate.
couples in attendance.
Mrs. Rising L. Morrow.
cables and telephone calls were cenBut then, there are two major de- There aren't any clubs or organiza- will assist in track.
A special train, costing $1.50
Chaperons for the affair were Mr. sored by the police. Before hostilities pressions after every war, he said. tions and no bookstore. There's no
Watie Akins and his orchestra furfor round trip ticket, will be
and Mrs. Stanley Wallace, Miss Beth actually began, the cafes were crowd- The primary, marked by sharp defla- such thing as a coke, and ice cream
nished the music.
sponsored by the Senior Skull
Among those present were: Esther Pendleton, and Mr. Carl Osgood. ed with happy people enjoying the tion of price, is followed by the sec- sundaes are impossible. I wouldn't nice to us," she said. "We met a
Drunimond, Edward Tanner; Ruth
The committee in charge was Dor- music, bright lights, and wine. After ondary, after a period of years, eat one. When you want a snack great many interesting people. When Society.
Trickey, Robert Parker; Priscilla rice Dow, Leona Runion, Robertine war was declared, however, darkness
which is even more severe. It takes you don't go to a drug store or cafe, I read news of Turkey and Finland
Thomas, John Perry; Virginia Jewett,
and silence reigned at night. All two depressions to bring about com- but to a tea room and have pastry now it means something special to
•
Lawrence Muzroll; Dorothy Wing, Theriault, and Clarice Herbert.
covered
with
me because I know a boy from
George Nystrom; Beatrice Gleason. Those attending were: Margaret lights and windows were
plete deflation, he added.
and a cup of tea.
Norman Danforth; Margaret Maxwell, Libby, Leo McLeod; Dorrice Dow, blue shades as a precaution against
Turkey and a girl from Finland.
Howard Kenny; Ruth Fessenden, Don- Harold Dyer; Ruth Leavitt, Richard air raids. Miss Mack and her friend, Expansion of industry and agricul- "And co-eds don't dress the way we And we met the son of the Peruvian
ald Moore; Barbara Welch, Robert Cousins; Elene Gleason, Lester Lewis; Mary Oberly, did not decide to come ture is inevitable during a war, he do. They dress up. One typical
Irvine; Anna Verrill, William Chan- Alma Fifield, George Ellis; Elizabeth
said. And our economic system has French co-ed wore a white pleated ambassador to Belgium. Everybody
dler.
Mosher, Clifton Whitney; Martha home until they read of the Athenia difficulty in contracting, all of which chiffon dress with a black velvet was all together because with the boat
featuring
Ellen Stevens, Burt Osgood; Flo- Belknap, Jack Weidmer ; Sara Barter, disaster. At Bordeaux they were accounts for the federal farm boards jacket. I had a pair of saddles and crowded there couldn't be any classes."
Richard
Day;
Maxine
Knights,
Hyma
Stewart;
on
enough
to
get
passage
Robert
fortunate
Farnham,
rence
3. Jamal
1. Zotoz
Miss Mack has been at the UniverGwendolyn Weymouth, William Chris- Gordon; Helen Dyer, Lawrence the S.S. Shawnee, which was nick- and the triple A. The economic sys- Mary, shoes with zippers, and the
tensen; Mavis Creamer, Earle Getch- Downes; Anna Cahill, Leroy Ladner; named the Sea Sick Shawnee, after tem over-expands in relation to de- French looked at us as though we sity since the Monday following her
Yvonne
Pomeroy,
Paul
Winslow;
VirGriffith;
Frank
Christie,
ell ; Alice
mand, and has a difficult time in con- were wearing Cossack boots. Every
4. Bonat
2. Frederics
Barbara Young, Harold Stockholm; ginia Hastings, Durant Powers; Emily the boat had encountered the tail end tracting. Sick industries, bad condi- time you see a pair of saddle return to the United States. "It's
Jeanette Berry, Harvard Whitten; Rand, Francis Gallant; June Webster, of a hurricane in mid-Atlantic. Miss
good to be back," she said, "but I still
Frances Donovan, Warren Fish; Ella Robert McPheters; Leona Runion, Mack said also that there was an ex- tions for the workers, low wages you can be sure they're on an
5. Vapor Marcel
American. Saddles are made only in want to study in France as soon as
Teague, John Pratt; Lois Long, Rich- Frank Anderson; Sylvia Sleeper, Earle tremely noticeable difference between result.
ard Hersey; Joanna Weymouth, Rich- Ruhlin; Ella Gfines, J. Clarke Osbine;
The
States
and
in
Italy.
the
United
After the World War, there was an
circumstances will permit."
•
ard Fielding; Eleanor Dougherty, Robertine Theriault, John Edmunds; the British and French soldiers whom
Italian ones don't look right, though."
Samuel Tracy, Jr.; Eleanor Look, Irene Cohler, Henry Peacock; Elea- she had seen. The French scented increase in the political demands of
Miss Mack was impressed with the
Bruce McKay; June Bridges. Merrill nor McCarthy, Frank McClusky ; Eliz- to be very glum and fatalistic about labor. There was more government
Carter; Ruth Garrison, Paul Morin; abeth Albert, Joseph Flanagan; Clara- everything, whereas the British were interference. The conflict between fact that French school girls don't
lyn
Preble,
Robert
Davis;
and
Hope
Monohon.
Jordan
Barbara Gowen,
wear any make-up. "But you never
laborer and employer increased.
very gay and lighthearted.
Violet Hamilton, Bernard Colpits; Jackman, Robert Smith.
Watch for First Fall Style Show
In 1914 we didn't have the unem- saw so many dyed blondes. The older
Mary Louise White, Donald Griffee;
Gertrude Tondreau, '40, told about
Elizabeth Ryan, Ralph Dale; Virginia Evans To Address
ployment problem we have now. Pri- women refuse to grow old gracefully."
On Campus
did
this
social
work
which
she
the
MacRourke, Allan Goud; Elizabeth
Miss Mack returned to the United
vate investment has stopped; we don't
Alary, Dale Butterworth; Arlene Rodsummer at the Elizabeth Peabody SetCivil
Club
Members
of
October
after
a
States
on
the
tenth
have
fields
of
investment.
The
govman, Louis Boyle; Muriel Pratt, Richtlement House in Boston. The purard Wheeler; Isabelle Crosby, Wayne
The monthly meeting of the Civil pose of the course for the eight stu- ernment has had to come into the twelve-day voyage on a crowded
Sponsored by
Shipman; Ernestine Pinkham, John Club will be held Thursday,
economic sphere on a large scale. steamer. "We had a lot of fun beOctober
dents from New England colleges
Burns; Ruth Reed. Philip Tilley; Bargirls
only
two
cause
we
were
the
may
expect
more
control,
Thus
we
19,
in
14
Wingate
at 7 o'clock, Wilson who participated in this Junior Month,
bara Orff, Frederick Harden; Glenna
Johnson, Donald Smith; Mary Chap- Alford, secretary of the club, announced arranged by the Family Welfare So- increase in labor problems, and a more traveling alone and everybody was
severe depression.
man, Norman Marriner ; Eugenia Ber- recently.
ciety of Boston, was to become acry, Mervin Knight; Nancy Wright,
91 Main Street, Bangor
Three students, George Ellis, Mar- •
Professor
Weston
S.
Evans,
Miss
Messer,
head
of
social
problems.
quainted with
Richard Bates; Marguerite
•
Carlton Merrill; Marjorie Pearson, the department of Civil Engineering, Tondreau found that the case work garet Philbrooke, and Myer Alpert,
CORSAGES
FLOWERS
Russell Johnson; Dorothy Webbley, will talk on the "Requirements for was most valuable. Strangely enough, will conduct a panel discussion on the
LOUIE HARRIS, K1
••••••••••••
Allen Pulsifer; Mary Springer, WilNeutrality
question
at
the
next
meetCampus representative for
liam Garsoe; Joan McAllister, Edward Professional Engineers in Maine." A most of the persons she visited were ing of the International Relations
Ross; Hope Bryant, David Wallace; talk will also be given on the "Code of more in need of understanding and
O'LOUGHLIN'S
Betsey Warren, Louis Thibodeau; Ethics of the American Society of advice than of financial aid. Miss Club to be held next Wednesday at
GREENHOUSE
Elizabeth Reid, Budl Godwin.
All New Fall and Winter Styles of Nationally
Civil Engineers."
Tondreau concluded with the state- 7:15 in the Faculty Room in South
Helen Wormwood. Leanord Pierce;
•
ment that social work is everyone's Stevens.
Advertised Dresses
Pauline Reiley, John Reitz; Hilda
duty, because no matter what field
Rowe, Parker Small; Camilla Doak,
head
of
the
King,
Ann Wellesley, Mary Muffet)
department
of
mechani(Carole
Corwin
of
Rensselaer
Elbert
F.
•
Jerome Steeves ; Alice Ann Donovan, as
you enter, you must learn to like and
James Donovan; Virginia May, Mer- cal engineering was effective not only understand people and to forget your Polytechnic Institute has invented a
Modeled by Your Own Classmates
For Better
rill Thomas; Nancy Philbrook, Robert because of high achievements in his
new device to aid airplane safety:7t
Hamilton; Constance Philbrook, Rob- chosen field but also because of his prejudices.
Cleaning and Pressing
ert Cameron; Florence Atwood, Leon deep interest in people. He was likeEsther Whitman, '43, related some determines the "up and down" winds
Call 336
..•••••11011
Breton; Barbara Savage, Walter Stiof her impressions of the San Fran- high in the skies. (A.C.P.)
sulis; Barbara Crocker, Maison Good- able and human and drew students
greatest
thrill
cisco
World
Fair.
Her
rich; Calista Buzzell, Mayard French; to him because he understood them and
HILLSON'S TAILOR SHOP
was the indescribable lighting effects
Alice Roth, Richard Crocker, Jr.; Lor- loved them.
raine Rowell, Herbert Johnson; Phyl•
Plan to Attend This Show on the Campus
which illuminated Treasure Island at •
Neat
to Strand Theatre
"Prof.
Sweetser's
passing
is
a
lis Danforth. Philip Baker; Marsha
night, and particularly the great disSee
McCarthy. Thomas Donovan; Emily grievous loss to the University and to
Balentine Hall, Wednesday, October 25
play of fireworks on the 4th of July.
Hopkins, Philip Libbey; Charlene Per- the state."
We sell
She described the various exhibits
kins, Walter Strang; Rachel Brown,
And Visit Our Store in Bangor Any Time
Dean Paul Cloke, of the College
Pants and Mackinaws
Hugh Witham; Eleanor Johnson, AlFor )otir Piusst 11 anto ts
of the Fair.
bion Henderson; Geraldine Watson, of Technology, said:
prices
at very low
Orono
Strand Theatre Bldg.
and Malcolm Loring.
"Prof. Sweetser's outstanding con•
••
Patroni: Our Advertisers •
••
tribution to the field of education and
SCIENCE WORLD
to the University was the designing,
(Continued from Page One)
equipping, and developing of Crosby
Laboratory of Mechanical Engineer..
the department in 1915.
Among his contributions to various ing. The many successful alumni in
journals have been official reports on the practice of mechanical engineerheating and ventilation; a locomotive ing bear testimony both to his success
explosion made to the Maine Public as a teacher and to his worth as a man
Utilities Commission, studies on Ripo- of outstanding character and ability.
genus Dam, papers on the operation All affiliated with the University, both
of stationary gasoline engines, and students, alumni, and his colleagues,
studies on the elasticity of metals and have suffered a loss which is gumsteel cables, and the flow of metals inely personal.
when stressed beyond their elastic
limit.
•
President Arthur A. Hauck this
N‘.1ii•ti in Old "1.(iivn
morning said: "In the death of Prof.
TRY
William Jordan Sweetser, the UniSAINDON'S RESTAURANT
versity of Maine has lost a faithful
and outstanding teacher, and the stuReasonable
dents. faculty, and alumni, a loyal
HomE-COOKED FOOD
friend. His work as a teacher and •
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BUFFUM BEAUTY SHOP

BURDELL'S INC.

BILL CASEY

hesterfields
RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
brings out the best features of each

1

•

All the fine American and

•
PERC
WESTMORB

Saturday, Oct. 21st
PENNY'S FOOD SHOP
KRISPY CRACKERS-2 lb. box-31 cts.
AUSTIN DOG FOOD, it's Kibbled-2 lbs.-25 cts.
COOKIES in bulk-2 lbs.-25 cts.
BROOMS—colored red, green, or blue-85 cts. each
WHITE TUNA FLAKES-2 medium cans-35 cts.
Habitant PEA SOUP-2 large cans-25 cts.
SPLIT PEAS—green or yellow-1 lb. pkg.-10 cts.
EVAPORATED APRICOTS-25 cts. lb.
New and extra choice
FLORIDA ORANGES—medium size-27 cts. doz.
Collins' HULLED CORN-30 oz. can-18 cts.
WAX PAPER-425 ft. roll-23 cts.
PARAFINE WAX-15 cts. lb.
Cliquot Club GINGER ALE-29 cts.
Contents 2 qt. bottles
SELOX—The Speed Soap—Large pkg.-15 cts.
Cut Loaf SUGAR-2 lb. box-23 cts.
Tiny LIMA BEANS— 2 can-20 cts.
Tiny Whole STRING BEANS— 2 can-23 cts.
JEWEL, the new Vegetable Shortening-4 lb. pail-59 Os.
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SHERIDAN
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PF,RCV,
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"Fhe Location
44 Main Street
T E L 475-476

of the worlds best
cigarette tobaccos

.
0111116.0.
4110110.

Free Delivery

Turkish tobaccos in Chesterfield's
famous blend are known for some
particular smoking quality...
and the way Chesterfield combines these fine tobaccos is why you
get a milder, better-tasting smoke
with a more pleasing aroma.
That is why, when you try them
we believe you'll say...
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